
Verses on Homosexuality 

HOMOSEXUAL. Shrine prostitutes, Deut. 23:17; 1 Kin. 14:24; 15:12; 22:46; 2 Kin. 23:7; Job 36:14.; Gen. 

38:21,22; Deut. 23:17; Hos. 4:14,; one of many lifestyles of those not inheriting the kingdom, 1 Cor. 6:9.1 

 

HOMOSEXUALITY. Gen. 19:5-8; Ex. 22:19; Lev. 18:22,23; 20:13,15,16; Deut. 23:17; 27:21; Judg. 19:22; 

1 Kin. 14:24; 15:12; 22:46; 2 Kin. 23:7; Rom. 1:24,26,27; 1 Cor. 6:9; 1 Tim. 1:9,10.2 

 

 

 

What's wrong with being gay? 
Homosexual behavior versus the Bible
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The issue of homosexual behavior has had a lot of publicity of late. Homosexuals say that the 

slaves have been freed and women have been liberated, so gay rights are long overdue. Society 
does seem to be moving in that direction. Many homosexuals are “coming out” and openly declaring 
their homosexuality. In many parts of the western world, homosexual couples receive the same 
recognition as heterosexual couples with regard to social security benefits. Some church leaders are 
giving their blessing to homosexual relationships, homosexual church members and even 
homosexual ministers. 

Many homosexuals' claim that… 

1. They are made that way. 
2. Homosexuality is of no harm to the participants or to anyone else. 
3. If it feels right to those involved, it is nobody else's business. 

                                                 

1Swanson, James, Editor, New Nave’s Topical Bible, (Oak Harbor, Washington: Logos Research Systems, Inc.) 

1994. 

2Swanson, James, Editor, New Nave’s Topical Bible, (Oak Harbor, Washington: Logos Research Systems, Inc.) 

1994. 
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4. Homosexual relationships and heterosexual relationships are equally valid. (Some even claim 
that the Bible condones homosexual relationships.) 

Made that way? 

Since other groups who have been discriminated against (such as women, blacks and the disabled) 
have been given equal opportunity, homosexuals claim that they, too, should be liberated. However, 
as one Christian expert has said … 

“Gender, race and impairment all relate to what a person is, whereas homosexuality relates to what a 
person does.”1 

In contrast, homosexuals claim that scientific studies have shown that there is a biological basis for 
homosexuality. 

Three main studies are cited by “gay rights” activists in support of their argument2Hamer's X-
chromosome research,3 LeVay's study of the hypothalamus,4 and Bailey and Pillard's study of 
identical twins who were homosexuals.5 

In all three cases, the researchers had a vested interest in obtaining a certain outcome because they 
were homosexuals themselves. More importantly, their studies did not stand up to scientific scrutiny 
by other researchers. Also, “the media typically do not explain the methodological flaws in these 
studies, and they typically oversimplify the results”.6 There is no reliable evidence to date that 
homosexual behavior is determined by a person's genes. 

To the extent that biological or social factors may contribute to a person's bent toward homosexual 
behavior, this does not excuse it. Some people have a strong bent towards stealing or abuse of 
alcohol, but they still choose to engage or not engage in this behavior the law rightly holds them 
accountable. 

The final report of the Baptist Union of Western Australia (BUWA) Task Force on Human Sexuality 
states “that a person becomes a homosexual ultimately by choosing to be involved in same-sex 
activity… This is in contrast to innate characteristics such as gender and ethnicity.”7 The report 
affirms that “the Bible is clear that sin involves choice, and it unequivocally condemns homosexual 
behavior as sin.”7 

The foundational teaching on marriage and sexual issues is found in Genesis chapters 1 and 2. 
When Jesus was questioned about marriage, He referred to these 2 chapters (Matthew 19:1-12; Mark 
10:1-12). Genesis teaches us that “male and female He created them” (Genesis 1:27). We were 
created to a plan, male and female complementing each other. That is, God made Adam and Eve, 
not Adam and Steve, nor Madam and Eve. 

Genesis also teaches that God instituted and designed marriage between a man and a woman 
(Genesis 2:18-25). There are a number of reasons why He did so. 
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1. The complementary structure of the male and female anatomy is obviously designed for the 
normal husband-wife relationships. Clearly, design in human biology supports heterosexuality 
and contradicts homosexuality. 

2. The combination of male and female enables man (and the animals) to produce and nurture 
offspring as commanded in Genesis 1:28 “Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth.” This command 
is repeated to Noah after the Flood (Genesis 8:15-17). But procreation is not the only reason 
God made humans as sexual beings. The BUWA report affirms “that sexual intimacy between 
husband and wife is good, and is intended by God for bonding, pleasure and procreation.”7 

3. Thirdly, God gave man and woman complementary roles in order to strengthen the family unit. 
Woman was to be the helper that man needed (Genesis 2:18). However, the woman's role as 
the helpmate is certainly not an inferior one. The enterprising God-fearing woman in Proverbs 
31:10-31 is an inspiring role model. 

No harm? 

Andrew Lansdown points out that 'homosexual activity is notoriously disease-prone. In addition to 
diseases associated with heterosexual promiscuity, homosexual actions facilitate the transmission of 
anal herpes, hepatitis B, intestinal parasites, Kaposi's Sarcoma and AIDS.'1 Research on the life 
expectancy of a group of homosexual men in Canada in the early 1990s indicated that they could 
expect 8-21 years less lifespan than other men.8 

Effect on others 

Secular psychologists assure us that 'children raised in lesbian and gay households are similar to 
children raised in heterosexual households on characteristics such as intelligence, development, 
moral judgments, self-concepts, social competence and gender identity'.6 The humanists have, 
however, forgotten one important ingredient. 

“Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it” (Proverbs 
22:6). 

You cannot faithfully teach God's Word to your children while living a lifestyle specifically condemned 
by God's Word. All Christians are sinners forgiven by God's grace, but living in a homosexual 
relationship constitutes habitual, unrepented sin. 

Nobody else's business? 

Gay activists claim that homosexual activity is nobody's business other than those involved in the 
relationship. However, this is not true. God, our Designer and Creator, has authority over all aspects 
of our lives. He makes the rules, and He quite specifically forbids homosexual behavior. 

“You shall not lie with a male as with a woman. It is an abomination” (Leviticus 18:22; see also 
Leviticus 20:13). 

Disobedience of such a clear command indicates rejection of God's authority. 
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Some people argue that the Old Testament law (including Leviticus 18 and 20) was superseded with 
the coming of Christ. However, we should at least consider as binding those aspects of the law that 
are renewed in the New Testament. The teaching of Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13 was certainly 
reaffirmed in the New Testament. 

Equally valid? 

Some people claim that homosexual behavior was only condemned in the Bible because it was 
associated with idolatry (e.g. 1 Kings 14:24). However, it is clearly condemned apart from idolatry as 
well (e.g. Leviticus 18:22). It is described in Scripture as an unnatural, immoral perversion. 

“For even their women exchanged the natural use for what is against nature. Likewise also the men, 
leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust for one another…” (Romans 1:26-27). 

The Greek word arsenokoitai used in 1 Timothy 1:10 literally means “men who sleep with men.” It is 
the same Greek word used for “homosexual offender” in 1 Corinthians 6:9, variously translated as 
“abusers of themselves with mankind” (KJV), homosexuals (NASB) or homosexual offender (NIV). 

Some people claim that the sin involved in Sodom was rejecting hospitality customs or selfishness 
rather than homosexual behavior. Certainly, the outcry against Sodom and Gomorrah was great and 
their reported sin was grievous to God (Genesis 18:20). God sent angels to Sodom and… 

“Now before they lay down, the men of the city, the men of Sodom, both old and young, all the people 
from every quarter, surrounded the house. And they called to Lot and said to him, Where are the men 
who came to you tonight? Bring them out to us that we may have sex with them” (Genesis 19:4-5). 

“While it is true that the Hebrew word yadha does not necessarily mean 'to have sex with,' 
nonetheless in the context of Sodom and Gommorah, it clearly had this meaning. …It means 'to know 
sexually' in this very chapter when Lot refers to his two daughters not having “known” a man (19:8).” 9 
You would not offer virgins to appease a mob if their sin was lack of hospitality, but only if their desire 
was sexual. 

Although Ezekiel 16:49 condemns Sodom for its selfishness with regard to poverty etc., this does not 
contradict its condemnation for homosexual practices. “The very next verse of Ezekiel (v. 50) calls 
their sin an ‘abomination.’ This is the same Hebrew word used to describe homosexual sins in 
Leviticus 18:22.”10 

It is also used in Scripture to describe such things like the practice of offering children to Moloch, but 
never such things as mere selfishness or lack of hospitality. Even in legal parlance, the word used to 
refer to one aspect of homosexual practice is 'sodomy'. 

Another argument is that Jonathon and David were homosexuals as 'Jonathan loved David (1 Sam. 
18:3), that Jonathan stripped in David's presence (18:4), [and] that they kissed each other (20:41)'.11 

However, “David's love for Jonathan was not sexual (erotic) but a friendship (philic) love. And 
Jonathan did not strip himself of all his clothes, but only of his armor and royal robe (1 Sam. 18:4).”12 
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Also, a kiss was a normal greeting in that day, such as when Judas kissed Jesus. In several cultures 
today, men normally greet each other with a kiss, too. Further, David's love for his wives, especially 
Bathsheba (2 Samuel 11), clearly reveals his heterosexual orientation. 

Isaiah 56:3 states that eunuchs will not be excluded from God's presence (“my temple”), but 
practicing homosexuals are not eunuchs. Eunuchs have no sexual relations at all. 

Other scriptural arguments for homosexuality can similarly be easily refuted. It is clear that 
heterosexual marriage is the only form of marriage sanctioned in the Bible and that homosexual 
practice is always condemned. 

Punishment 

The Bible not only describes homosexual behavior as detestable, but it also calls for the punishment 
of those involved (Leviticus 20:13). Their unrepentant attitude caused God to destroy Sodom and 
Gomorrah (Genesis 19:24-25). 

Just as homosexual conduct has been punished in the past, so it will also be punished by God in the 
future. 

“…Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor sodomites, nor thieves, nor 
covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortion ers will inherit the kingdom of God” (1 
Corinthians 6:9-10). 

Hope 

However, there is hope for the homosexual. God forgives and cleanses a person who repents and 
turns from their sin, including the sin of homosexual behavior (1 Corinthians 6:11). As well as 
forgiveness, God's grace brings with it the power to live a life that is pleasing to God (Romans 6:6-7). 
If repentance and reform are genuine, prior homosexual actions should not be a bar to church 
membership or ministry, as all Christians are reformed sinners. 

“Liberal” churches espouse tolerance of homosexual behavior in the name of “love.” They plug for the 
acceptance of homosexual conduct as normal, “because they can't help it.” They are not only wrong 
about the latter, but they are actually not being at all loving towards homosexuals, because, contrary 
to the Bible, they reduce the homosexual person to the level of an animal, driven by instinct. In 
removing moral responsibility from the person, they dehumanize them, whereas the Bible says we 
are made in the image of God (Genesis 1:26-27), with the power of moral choice. 

Furthermore, the gospel proclaims liberation from the bondage of sin, including homosexual sin, 
whereas the “liberals” tell the homosexual that they cannot help it, and they can't help them either, so 
they will accept them as they are! However, many a person has been gloriously rescued from the 
bondage of homosexual sin (and other sin) by the power of the Holy Spirit, but only Bible-believing 
Christians can offer such hope.13 

Conclusion 
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As with all moral issues, our beliefs about our origin determine our attitude. If we believe that we 
arose from slime by a combination of random chance events and the struggle for survival, it is 
understandable to say that there is no higher authority, and we can make our own rules. However, if 
there is a loving God who planned us and gave commands for us to follow, then we must do so. God 
has set forth His standards in the Bible, beginning with the foundational teaching in the book of 
Genesis. 
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God's plan for sexuality 

"So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; male and female He created 
them." 
—Genesis 1:27 (NKJV) 

"And the LORD God said, 'It is not good that man should be alone; I will make him a helper comparable to 
him.' Out of the ground the LORD God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the air, and brought 
them to Adam to see what he would call them. And whatever Adam called each living creature, that was its 
name. So Adam gave names to all cattle, to the birds of the air, and to every beast of the field. But for Adam 
there was not found a helper comparable to him. And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall on Adam, and 
he slept; and He took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh in its place. Then the rib which the LORD God 
had taken from man He made into a woman, and He brought her to the man. And Adam said: 'This is now 
bone of my bones And flesh of my flesh; She shall be called Woman, Because she was taken out of Man.' 
Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and they shall become one flesh. 
And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed." 
—Genesis 2:18-25 (NKJV) 

The image of God is both male and female and is reflected in a godly union between 

male and female where the creative power of God, His life-giving, His self-giving and His 
moral nature are perfectly expressed. This is only possible in a heterosexual union. 

When God created a partner for Adam He created Eve - not another Adam. This means 
that perfect partnership requires some level of difference as well as a level of similarity so 
great that Adam could cry out loudly, "This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh". 
Sexual intimacy between a man and a woman is the normal method of male/female 
bonding (emotionally and physically) because it corresponds to the design of our bodies 
and because it is the normal means by which offspring are created.  

If God had intended the human race to be fulfilled through both heterosexual and 
homosexual marriage, He would have designed our bodies to allow reproduction through 
both means and made both means of sexual intercourse healthy and natural. Homosexual 
anal intercourse carries a high risk of disease, this is recognized in Scripture where gay 
men are said to receive in their bodies the due penalty for their error (Romans 1:27). 

[Editor's Note: Various studies indicate that homosexual behavior makes both men and 
women more vulnerable to disease and decreases lifespan. See: R.S. Hogg, S.A. Strathdee, KJ 

Craib, MV O'Shaughnessy, JS Montaner and MT Schechter, "Modelling the impact of HIV disease on 
mortality in gay and bisexual men," International Journal of Epidemiology, Vol. 26 (Oxford University, 1997), 
pp. 657-661. ("If the same pattern of mortality were to continue, we estimate that nearly half of gay and 
bisexual men currently aged 20 years will not reach their 65th birthday") / Executive Summary, "Health 
Implications Associated with Homosexuality," Medical Institute of Sexual Health (1999) ("Homosexual men 
are at significantly increased risk for HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, anal cancer, gonorrhea and gastrointestinal 
infections." "Women who have sex with women are at significantly increased risk of bacterial vaginosis, 
breast cancer and ovarian cancer than are heterosexual women.") / L.A. Valleroy, D.A. MacKellar, J.M. 
Daron, et al, "HIV prevalence and associated risks in young men who have sex with men," JAMA, 284 (2000), 
pp. 198-204. (Discusses the prevalence of HIV infection and high-risk behaviors in study group of 3,492 
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young men who have sex with men.) / D. Binson, W.J. Woods, L. Pollack, J. Paul, R. Stall, J.A. Catania, 
"Differential HIV risk in bathhouses and public cruising areas," American Journal of Public Health, 91 (2001), 

pp. 1482-1486. (demonstrates that high risk behaviors are still quite common among homosexual men).] 

What Jesus taught 

"And He answered and said to them, 'Have you not read that He who made them at the 
beginning 'made them male and female,'" 
—Matthew 19:4 (NKJV) 

"But from the beginning of the creation, God 'made them male and female.'" 
—Mark 10:6 (NKJV) 

When Jesus was asked questions about marriage he went straight back to the defining 
passages in Genesis that say that marriage is between male and female and is meant to 
be life long. He saw the creation accounts in Genesis as authoritative in His day. And what 
is authoritative for Jesus is authoritative for Christians also. While Jesus did not specifically 
teach on homosexuality, His establishment of the Genesis passages as the fundamental 
passages on marriage (even more fundamental than the Law) leaves no doubt as to the 
outcome. 

What else does the Bible say? 

"For this reason God gave them up to vile passions. For even their women exchanged the 
natural use for what is against nature. Likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the 
woman, burned in their lust for one another, men with men committing what is shameful, 
and receiving in themselves the penalty of their error which was due." 
—Romans 1:26-27 (NKJV) 

"Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be 
deceived. Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor 
sodomites, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners will 
inherit the kingdom of God." 
—1 Corinthians 6:9-10 (NKJV)  

"Knowing this: that the law is not made for a righteous person, but for the lawless and 
insubordinate, for the ungodly and for sinners, for the unholy and profane, for murderers 
of fathers and murderers of mothers, for manslayers, for fornicators, for sodomites, for 
kidnappers, for liars, for perjurers, and if there is any other thing that is contrary to sound 
doctrine," 
—1 Timothy 1:9-10 (NKJV)  
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These three references indicate that homosexual passions and acts are unnatural, 
shameful, contrary to sound doctrine and deny entrance to the Kingdom of God. This being 
so they cannot be the basis of a Christian marriage sanctioned by God's Church. The 
Church exists to save people, not to bless the means of their damnation. No marriage can 
be sanctioned by the Church if the very basis of the marriage involves acts that put the 
couple outside of eternal salvation. No matter what our society may legislate, the law of 
God is clear - that a marriage is not a godly marriage if it is a same sex union. 

Are emotions a sufficient basis for marriage? 
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Hollywood has propagated the myth that when it comes to marriage "all you need is love." 
This is simply not true. Marriage is not based on emotion any more than any other 
partnership in life is. Marriage, like many human activities, involves emotion but it is not 
constituted by the presence of any particular set of emotions. I do not deny that many 
homosexuals feel deeply for their partners; however I do assert that no matter how deep 
the feelings, what they have is not a marriage in God's sight. It is a beautiful deception. 

Just because an emotion is deep or powerful does not justify acting upon it. Like drugs, like 
adultery, like the abuse of alcohol or the love of money, or the power rush of human ego 
trips, there are emotions which are powerful and addictive and ultimately terribly 
destructive. Same sex marriages must satisfy criteria other than emotion. A marriage is 
more than a sexual pleasure center. A marriage is a social unit that is interwoven with 
dozens of other lives.  

Same sex marriages do not last. Less than 5% of gays have ever had a relationship that 
lasted 3 years or more. Sex is not enough. Passion cannot sustain an inherently unstable 
social unit.  

http://christiananswers.net/q-dml/dml-y023.html
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Society, the Church and same sex marriages 
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Marriage is a fundamental social institution that does not exist just for the emotional 
satisfaction of two individuals but for the greater good of the community which stands under 
the blessing or curse of God. Societies that put emotional fulfillment before right actions 
and principles will soon give way to a multitude of addictions and deep corruptions and 
collapse. God will judge any society that institutes same sex marriages. 

I also believe that God will judge a society that permits adoption of children or the use of 
sperm banks by same sex couples. His Word stands over society and when it is 
deliberately flaunted in the name of progress and enlightenment, then it is not light but 
deep darkness that results. We cannot bend the principles of God's Word to suit vocal 
minority groups. While some nations may enact laws permitting these evils, the true church 
of God must stand resolutely firm and never allow the sanctioning of same sex marriages 
by Christian clergy. No church that takes the Bible seriously can sanction a union between 
homosexuals or lesbians.  

 


